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Academic Capacity Development at UCT through WASA
The importance of academic research within the WASA project
1. WASA contributes to scientific research as well as the development of a wind atlas.
2. The research helps us understand
(a) Characteristics and drivers of the South African wind climate
(b) Natural variability within the wind climate (some years are windier and some less
windy….why?)
(c) Potential changes to these as a result of climate change
3. A number of students have been funded through the WASA project and research has been
multi-faceted

Academic Capacity Development at UCT through WASA
Post-graduate studies
3 x Ph.D.
WASA1 – Killian Hagemann * – Development of a preliminary wind atlas
WASA2 – Brendan Argent * – Characterization of the SA wind climate
WASA3 – Teboho Nchaba – Characterization of current and projected drivers of the SA wind climate
3 x M.Sc.
WASA1 – Teboho Nchaba – Seasonal wind prediction
WASA2 – Alexa Brown – Western Cape wind climates in 1850
WASA3 – Tich Mukunga* - Drivers of wind characteristics over SA
4 x B.Sc. (Honours)
WASA1 – Chris Broderick – Evaluation of SODAR measurements
WASA2 – Tich Mukunga – Wind trends over the western Cape
Celeste Renaud – Winds in the northern Cape
Nat Robinson – West coast jet
WASA3 – To be recruited in 2019 & 2020

* Currently work in the
renewable energy industry

Academic Capacity Development at UCT through WASA
Post-graduate studies planned for 2019/2020
1 x M.Sc.
Investigating seasonal to decadal predictability of the South African wind climate
2 x B.Sc. (Honours)

Wind characteristics of the Northern Cape
and relation to prevailing synoptic states: a
contribution to the WASA Phase III project.
Celeste Renaud1 supervised by Dr Chris Lennard2
1Department

of Environmental and Geographical Science, University of Cape Town, Rondebosch 7701, Cape Town, South
Africa

2Climate

Systems Analysis Group, University of Cape Town, Rondebosch 7701, Cape Town, South Africa

Motivation for research
 Contribution to WASA phase III.
 Previous wind resource assessments suggest
inland windspeeds are generally quite low, but
studies are inconclusive.
 Research regarding relationship between
surface windspeed and synoptic condition is
lacking in South Africa.
Figure 1. Wind Atlas of South Africa (WASA) Phase I. Mean annual wind
speeds at 100m above the ground in m.s-1. (Hahmann, 2015)

Aims and objectives
Aim: Perform a preliminary examination of the Northern Cape interior
wind resource as a contribution to WASA phase III project, and to
investigate the synoptic drivers behind these characteristics.

Objectives:
 Investigate windspeed and characteristics of the Northern Cape interior (WASA
phase III site).
 Examine typical synoptic states over South Africa, and their relation to surface
windspeed in the Northern Cape interior.

Methods and data
Upington

De Aar

1)

Mean annual surface windspeed map
produced using WRF model.

2)

Windspeeds extracted for two locations
(WRF dataset 2005-2013)
•

3)
Figure 2. Northern Cape interior (purple) and grid cell locations for
extraction of windspeeds. (Adapted from Hahmann, 2015).

Self-organising map (SOM) produced using
ERA-Interim reanalysis data
•

4)
Figure 3. Self-organising map of pressure data. (Argent, 2015)

Analysed for seasonal wind cycle

Daily node number series matched with daily
windspeed data and average windspeed and
range calculated for each node

Windspeeds of De Aar and Upington
compared to those of WASA phase I sites

Results: Mean annual windspeed map

Upington

De Aar

Figure 4. Mean annual windspeed map at 10m above the ground for Northern Cape interior.

Results: Seasonal wind cycles
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Figure 5. Seasonal wind cycle for (a) De Aar and (b) Upington.

Results: Synoptic states and frequency

Figure 6. Left: mean geopotential height fields for each of the SOM nodes for 12Z from the ERA-Interim reanalysis timeseries where each node represents an archetypal
atmospheric state. Right: Frequency of synoptic nodes for 2005-2013.

Results: Synoptic states and frequency

Figure 6. Left: mean geopotential height fields for each of the SOM nodes for 12Z from the ERA-Interim reanalysis timeseries where each node represents an archetypal
atmospheric state. Right: Frequency of synoptic nodes for 2005-2013.

 Node 8 – heat low
 Node 12 – tropical temperate trough (TTT)

Results: Synoptic states and frequency

Figure 6. Left: mean geopotential height fields for each of the SOM nodes for 12Z from the ERA-Interim reanalysis timeseries where each node represents an archetypal
atmospheric state. Right: Frequency of synoptic nodes for 2005-2013.

 Node 5 – continental high

 Node 10 – cold front

Results: association between windspeed and synoptic state

7,84m/s

Node 12 (tropical temperate
trough) associated with highest
windspeeds

5,02m/s

 Node 1 and 5 (continental highs)
associated with lowest
windspeeds

6,55m/s

 Node 9 (cold front) associated
with highest windspeeds

4,91m/s

 Node 8 (heat low) associated
with lowest windspeeds

Key findings
Table 1. Mean windspeed for SOM node 5, 8, 9 and 12

De Aar
Upington

Continental high Heat low
Cold front TTT
5,02
6,49
6,16
5,41
4,91
6,55

Winter phenomena
• Lower windspeeds in De Aar than in Upington
• Cold fronts have far-reaching effects
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Key findings
Table 1. Mean windspeed for SOM node 5, 8, 9 and 12

De Aar
Upington

Continental high Heat low
Cold front TTT
5,02
6,49
6,16
5,41
4,91
6,55

7,85
5,54

Summer phenomena
• Higher windspeeds in De Aar than in Upington
• Summer thunderstorm influence? (Kruger et al, 2010)

Additional: Comparison to WASA phase I measurement stations
Table 3. Comparison of De Aar and Upington
annual windspeed at 10m with windspeed at
WASA measurement mast sites
Mean 12Z windspeed (m/s)
WASA 01 (Alexander Bay)

5,96

WASA 02 (Calvinia)

6,37

WASA 06 (Sutherland)

4,34

WASA 07 (Beaufort West)

4,54

De Aar

6,17

Upington

5,24

Figure 7. Map indicating location of WASA meteorological masts. WASA 01, 02, 06, 07
circled in red.

Wind power investment?
Micro-scale assessments required


Link established between surface windspeed and synoptic
condition



Future changes in synoptic patterns could implications for
wind resource.





Frontal systems projected to move further Southwards



Heat lows expected to intensify

Synoptic information should be an important consideration
when selecting locations for wind power investment.

Conclusions
 Northern Cape interior has higher windspeeds

than previous studies suggest, particularly in the
South.

 Important link established between surface

windspeed and synoptic state.

Recommendations for further research
 Validation of windspeed map and investigation

of more sites (WASA Phase III)
 Extreme wind atlas (WASA Phase III)
 Further research should focus on future
synoptic trends to incorporate into wind power
assessment process.

Thank you!
www.wasaproject.info

